It's simple. PRE-M® is the country's leading pendimethalin herbicide. And no wonder. With over 12 years of proven performance and formulation improvements, PRE-M is here to help you succeed.

What's more, PRE-M comes from a leading supplier in the professional turf care industry, LESCO®.

Talk to your LESCO professional about new, special rebates for PRE-M purchases, or call 800-321-5325. And put the leading edge to work for you.

The Leading Edge.
ON THE COVER: GENE BATES IS THIS ARCHITECT OF THIS UPSCALE PUBLIC COURSE: GREEN MOUNTAIN NATIONAL IN VERMONT.

PHOTO COURTESY JOHNSON DESIGN

Visit us on the web at www.landscapegroup.com
In ONE year, this **GRASSHOPPER** will **CUT** and **TRIM** grass, mulch, **SIDE-DISCHARGE** and **BAG** clippings, **bull-DOZE** dirt, **THROW** snow, **VACUUM** leaves, **Sweep** walkways, and **AERATE** soil.

(For every thing there is a SEASON.)

And for every season, Grasshopper has just the right attachments.

- **Year-round versatility.** A full line of attachments lets your Grasshopper zero-radius maneuverability work for you all year long. The exclusive Combo Mulching™ Deck*, with full-flotation option, lets you mulch, discharge or bag with the same deck for superior results in varying conditions.

Other attachments include Quik-D-Tatch Vac® grass collection systems, angle dozer blades, snowthrowers, rotary brooms, dethatchers and AERA-vator™. Quik-D-Tatch® mounting system* permits removing and adding attachments in minutes without tools.

- **Easy to operate.** Even beginning operators get the feel of Grasshopper's dual-lever steering in no time. So natural, operators can mow long hours without tiring.

- **Built-in quality.** Grasshoppers are built to last, with robotic-welded steel construction and highest quality components.

*patent pending

Call or write for the name of your nearest dealer and a "hands on" demonstration.
The Landscape Management Handbook

This best single-source reference containing the most current and comprehensive information on the basics of turfgrass and landscape management available today!

Edited by William E. Knoop
125 pages, softcover
Item #LSMB830
$24.95

Provides an overall understanding of turf and landscape care and management and covers all the basics of the green industry.

Covers all the topics golf course superintendents and students of turfgrass and landscape management need to know.

Combines practical information with the tried and true basics of management to provide a single, practical, affordable and up-to-date text.

Features detailed information, charts, diagrams, figures and tables to illustrate key information points.

The Landscape Management Handbook provides a unique, single-source reference of comprehensive information on a variety of turf and landscape topics. It's an ideal handbook for golf course and lawn care superintendents and crew members, and is also appropriate for schools that teach basic turf and landscape management.

Call 1-800-598-6008
Fax: 218-723-9146
Order on-line at www.landseapegroup.com
A proud supporter of these green industry professional organizations:

Associated Landscape Contractors of America
150 Elden Street, Suite 270, Herndon, VA 20170
(703) 736-9666; http://www.alca.org

American Nursery & Landscape Association
1250 I St. NW, Suite 500, Washington, DC 20005
(202) 789-2900

Golf Course Superintendents Assn. of America
1421 Research Park Dr.
Lawrence, KS 66049-3859
(913) 841-2240; http://www.gcsaa.org

Independent Turf and Ornamental Distributors Association
1217 Wayburn
Grosse Pointe Park, MI 48230
(313) 331-7739

The Irrigation Association
8260 Willow Oaks Corporate Dr. Suite 120
Fairfax, VA 22031-4513
(703) 273-3551; http://www.irrigation.org

National Arborist Association
The Meeting Place Mall, P.O. Box 1094,
Amherst, NH 03031-1094
(603) 673-3311; http://www.natlarb.com

National Golf Foundation
1150 South U.S. Highway One, Jupiter, FL 33477
(561) 744-6006

Ohio Turfgrass Foundation
P.O. Box 14824, Columbus, OH 43214
(614) 760-5442

The Outdoor Power Equipment Institute
341 South Patrick St.
Old Town Alexandria, Va. 22314
(703) 549-7600; http://opei.mow.org

Professional Grounds Management Society
120 Cockeyeysville Rd., Suite 104,
Hunt Valley, MD 21031
(410) 584-9754

Professional Lawn Care Association of America
1000 Johnson Ferry Rd., NE, Suite C-135,
Marietta, GA 30068-2112
(770) 977-5222; http://www.plcaa.org

Responsible Industry for a Sound Environment
1156 15th St. NW, Suite 400,
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 872-3860

Sports Turf Managers Association
1375 Rolling Hills Loop, Council Bluffs, IA 51503-8552
(712) 366-2669; (800) 323-3875;
http://www.aip.com/stma

Turf and Ornamental Communicators Association
P.O. Box 156, New Prague, MN 56071
(612) 758-5811

No more wheelbarrows! Add speed, efficiency, productivity and profit to your landscaping and erosion control projects with an Express Blower

- Blows organic mulch with a range of up to 350 ft with a flow rate of up to 55 cu. yds. per hour.
- One man operates the system by remote control for "on demand" adjustments in flow rate.
- Features automatic feed & dust suppression systems (patents pending).

800-285-7227
For product information: expressblower.com

Circle 104
Professional hedge clippers that not only maximize your reach, but deliver improved power and better balance. That’s Echo Pro Performance. Like our remarkable Shaft Hedge Clippers with an innovative shaft-type design that offers you maximum reach and superior balance to enhance professional results. And of course, these hedge clippers are powered by our legendary, world-class, two-stroke engine. Just what you’d expect from the number one name in outdoor power equipment.

At Echo, we’ve been giving landscaping professionals exactly what they need for over twenty-five years: superior outdoor power equipment that more than performs...day after day after bumping, jostling, banging, hard-working day.

The result? Power equipment that exceeds professional demands for quality, durability and dependability. Echo Pro Performance. Built by the team that knows what professionals need. Maybe that’s why more landscaping professionals choose Echo than any other brand of outdoor power equipment. For more information on Echo Pro Performance products call 1-800-432-ECHO (3246).
REACH FOR THE HIGHEST PERFORMANCE.

ECHO
The Pro Performance Team
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Below is the image of one page of a document, as well as some raw textual content that was previously extracted for it. Just return the plain text representation of this document as if you were reading it naturally. Do not hallucinate.

**OPENING SHOTS**

B
towering leaves, darkening days and brooding skies — clear signals that the end of the year is coming. It’s time to take stock of what we’ve accomplished this past year and what we didn’t do so well. It is a terrific exercise to do individually and as an organization — to look back on the year’s successes and failures just when you’re planning for next year.

Maybe time is on our minds here at LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT. Usually our articles look forward, with tips on buying, planting, managing in the future. This time, our cover story (“Summer Success Stories” page 20) looks back at how green industry professionals around the country tried new approaches and made them work in 1998.

Their ideas ranged from using a new sales approach to working with new landscape materials to outsourcing work for the first time. They took the leap with new management software (a frightening idea in itself if you’ve ever switched computer systems), experimented with high- and low-tech products and invested in the future by building new facilities.

These ideas worked for our examples and something similar may work for you.

One thing each organization did to ensure its success was to analyze thoroughly, plan well and implement the project in the right way. You probably already know how risky new ventures can be without good planning and execution.

What is important to recognize is that every risk worth taking should offer substantial reward — why else would investors buy junk bonds? In fact, many previously “successful” investors are getting a real education in the meaning of risk this fall. For those who have only seen their investments continuously ratchet up in the past few years, this market’s roller-coaster ride is pretty sobering.

That shouldn’t stop you from investing, or making new business plans, as long as you’ve tempered your risk with analysis, planning and a balanced approach. If you aren’t already planning ahead for 1999, start by reviewing your own successes and failures of this year, and try to incorporate that knowledge into your new initiatives.

Although we’ve presented success stories, we know how prevalent failed ideas are. Painful as it may be, this is the time to study your failures and figure out what you did wrong. Did you jump too quickly into a project or purchase without thinking it through? Did you let a false deadline rush you into a critical decision? Did you fail to look at how your idea would affect your finances, your workload, your management structure, your customers, your employees, your own life? Did all your good analysis and planning go to waste because no one was able to “make it happen” the way you planned?

Don’t beat yourself up too hard. Remember that even the “big boys” make mistakes. Remember “New Coke?” The Edsel? GM’s failure to change the name of its Nova model for Spanish-speaking markets (“No va” means “no go”)? Once you’ve figured out what you did wrong, consider what you should have done to make it right. We don’t usually get to “do over” in life, except in our minds. What financial or staff resources could have made the difference? What extra knowledge about your market, your competitors or your customers could have helped your initiative along? What did you fail to anticipate? This kind of insight is golden because it can neutralize future risk and it can keep you from failing next time.

A critical element of taking risks is to learn from the mistake, put it behind you and keep on trying. Why? Because the rewards are worth it. Because it’s fun and that’s what brought you into this business in the first place. Because you are good enough to beat your competition in many ways. Being successful is why investors keep coming back and why we are already looking forward to next spring’s growing season. **LM**

---

**What’s your success story?**

*Sue Gibson*

Executive Editor
RECOMMENDED BY FOUR OUT OF FIVE FACILITIES MANAGERS FOR THE TREATMENT OF HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE.

All our phones come with a feature to reduce stress — our exclusive Nextel Direct Connect™ button. This allows our Motorola® digital cellular phones to also work like digital two-way radios, so you can instantly contact your co-workers with the push of a button. No crosstalk. No waiting. Plus, with Nextel Direct Connect you can talk as much as you want for a fraction of the cost of cellular. So, call now and feel good later.

YOU'VE NEVER USED A PHONE LIKE THIS BEFORE™ CALL 1.800.NEXTEL9.
Battling pond weeds

In Landscape Management, Aug 98, there was an article on Storm Water Ponds. We have one and have planted pond vegetation on the edges. My problem is how to kill the undesirable plants that come up in deeper water just out from the desirable plants.

—ARIZONA

According to the people in our Conservation Sciences division, there may be a way to control unwanted aquatic vegetation in your storm water pond with little or minimal damage to the desirable vegetation that you planted. As with any 'weed' problem, it is important to know what the weeds are and then determine the best product for treatment.

If the storm water pond is small, it may be difficult to selectively treat aquatic weeds without impacting the plants you want to keep. However, if it is determined that herbicide treatment can be used, application can be selective by carefully placing the herbicide on target plants and avoiding non-target plants.

There are many publications available on the topic of aquatic plant control. A good place to shop for information is on the web site of the North American Lake Management Society (www.nalms.org). A helpful publication published by NALMS is "Aquatic Plant Management in Lakes and Reservoirs," 1997. Information on how to obtain this booklet can be found on NALMS web site. (ed note — see another available reference in Oct. '98 LM Info Center on page 40.)

Tree losing bark

I planted a 5 ft. Katsura tree 3 years ago. The tree has grown about 1.5 ft. and gets full of leaves each spring and new growth. The bark from the ground up to about 1 foot is split and peeling with exposed trunk that is cracking. Part of the lower bark is discolored or darkening. This seems to get worse each year. The tree is located in full sun. Is this from normal growth? If not what do I need to do to save this tree?

—NEW JERSEY

The problem is probably related to sun scald and bark splitting which is common on Katsura and other thin-barked trees.

On sunny days in winter, a tree trunk may be warmed as much as 20°F above air temperature, particularly on the southwest side. If the bark temperature drops quickly to a critical level, injury or death to the bark and cambium of sensitive trees may occur. This is called sun scald though it is actually a freezing injury. Reports indicate that shading a trunk or painting it with white latex exterior paint can moderate daily temperature extremes and reduce the potential for sun scald.

Lower trunk splitting may also be caused by frost cracks although trees 6-18 inches in diameter are more likely to be affected than either larger or smaller trees. From your explanation, the tree in question is much smaller. Frost cracks are typically associated with internal injury and decay.

Improve plant health through proper fertilizing, mulching and watering as needed. Monitor the plant for any insect and/or disease problems and manage these problems as needed. You may wish to consider wrapping the tree trunk for the winter and removing the wraps in the spring to help protect the tree from temperature extremes.

Ash Flower Galls

Ash trees in our area look bad every year due to a type of gall. We noticed that the problem occurs mostly on male plants. What could this problem be and how can we manage it?

—ONTARIO, CANADA

Sounds like ash flower gall, which is caused by eriophyid mites. This disease attacks the staminate male flowers of white ash. The flowers develop abnormally and form very irregular galls. These galls dry out, forming clusters which are conspicuous on the trees during winter.

Consider treating the plants with Sevin after the buds swell and before the new growth emerges in spring, or apply horticultural oil during the dormancy. Sevin is effective on eriophyid mites. Several applications may be needed.

Read and follow label directions for best results.